Investigation Report

The RUC handling of certain intelligence and its
relationship with Government Communications
Headquarters in relation to the Omagh Bomb on 15
August 1998

Public Statement by the Police Ombudsman for Northern Ireland
arising from a referral by the Chief Constable, in accordance with
Section 62 of the Police (Northern Ireland) Act 1998

1.0
INTRODUCTION
1.1

On 4 May 2010, I received a Referral from the Chief Constable of the
Police Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI) concerning a number of specific
matters relating to the manner in which the Royal Ulster Constabulary
(RUC) Special Branch handled both intelligence and its relationship with
Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) in relation to the
Omagh Bombing on 15 August 1998. The referral originated from issues
identified by the House of Commons Northern Ireland Affairs Committee.

1.2

In 2013 the Chief Constable made a further Referral to my Office in
connection with the findings of a report commissioned by the Omagh
Support and Self Help Group (OSSHG) in support of a full Public Inquiry
into the Omagh Bombing. The report identified and discussed a wide
range of issues, including a reported tripartite intelligence led operation
based in the Republic of Ireland involving American, British and Irish
Agencies, central to which was a named agent. It suggested that
intelligence from this operation was not shared prior to, or with those who
subsequently investigated the Omagh Bombing.
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1.3

On 12 September 2013 the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland,
Theresa Villiers M.P. issued a statement explaining that there were not
sufficient grounds to justify a further inquiry beyond those that had already
taken place. Elaborating on this decision, Ms Villiers stated, ‘I believe that
the ongoing investigation by the Office of the Police Ombudsman for
Northern Ireland is the best way to address any outstanding issues
relating to the police investigation into the Omagh attack’.

1.4

On 14 November 2013 I wrote to the Deputy Chief Constable explaining
that in the context of the reported international intelligence operation
involving agencies over which I had no investigative remit, I could not
conduct an effective investigation of the issues identified in the report
commissioned by the OSSHG. I concluded that such a constrained
investigation would not be desirable in the public interest and advised the
Justice Minister of this decision in writing. A copy of my correspondence to
the Justice Minister is attached at Appendix A.

1.5

I recognise the concerns of some victims and survivors of the Omagh
Bombing, particularly those representatives with whom I have engaged
from the OSSHG, that there are dimensions to the preventability and
investigation of the atrocity which have yet to be subject of examination by
the State. This report however is concerned only with those policing
matters that concerned the Northern Ireland Affairs Committee and which
were subsequently referred to my Office by the Chief Constable.

1.6

Due to the nature of the material which I have examined, I am restricted in
what information I can place in the public domain in this statement.
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2.0
BACKGROUND
2.1

On 15 August 1998 a car bomb exploded in Omagh, County Tyrone
killing 29 people and two unborn children. Responsibility for the attack
was claimed by the Real IRA. Investigations have been carried out by
the RUC/PSNI but to date no-one has been convicted in relation to the
bombing.

2.2

My Office has previously investigated aspects of the police response to
the bombing leading to publication of a report in 2001. Subsequent
investigations have examined a number of discrete aspects of policing
matters associated with the bombing.

2.3

The Police Ombudsman’s 2001 Inquiry was directed by my predecessor,
Baroness Nuala O’Loan in response to an allegation that the Omagh
Bombing could have been prevented had the RUC acted on information
available to them prior to the atrocity. The scope of that investigation was
subsequently extended to consider whether intelligence held by the
police was shared with detectives investigating the bombing and whether
all evidential opportunities were fully examined. Baroness O’Loan
published the following findings:

1. Information had been received by police in relation to dissident
republican activities between June and August 1998 but that even if
reasonable action had been taken in respect of that intelligence
alone it was unlikely that the Omagh Bomb could have been
prevented.
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2. An anonymous telephone call had been made to police on 4 August
1998 stating that an unspecified attack would be made on police in
Omagh on 15 August 1998 and it was the view of the Police
Ombudsman that the information was not handled correctly. It was
not possible to say what impact other action between 4 August and
15 August 1998 would have had, or whether action other than that
taken by Special Branch could have prevented the Omagh Bomb.

3. The possibility of a successful investigation could have been
enhanced even after a Review Report, commissioned by the police in
2000, had all the recommendations of that report been expeditiously
implemented. The delay in implementing the Omagh Bomb Review
Report was likely to have reduced the possibilities of bringing those
responsible to justice.
4. Significant intelligence held by Special Branch was not shared with
the Senior Investigating Officer (SIO) responsible for the Omagh
Bomb investigation or the Omagh Bomb Reviewing Officer. Also that
Special Branch failed to disclose the 4 August 1998 anonymous
information or the Omagh Bomb Review Report to the Police
Ombudsman and that Special Branch delayed passing relevant
intelligence to the Omagh Bomb Investigation Team until 9
September 1998 as a result of which evidential opportunities would
have been lost.
5. In conclusion, Baroness O’Loan stated that as a result of the
seriously flawed judgement of the Chief Constable and Assistant
Chief Constable Crime, the chances of detaining and convicting the
Omagh bombers had been significantly reduced and that the victims,
their families, the people of Omagh and the officers of the RUC had
been let down by defective leadership, poor judgement and a lack of
urgency.
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2.4

In 2005 my Office received a referral from the Chief Constable in relation
to the origins of the anonymous telephone call received by police on 4
August 1998. This was on the basis of suspicions that the caller was a
named police officer. The officer denied the allegation and the Public
Prosecution Service (PPS) directed no prosecution in relation to a file
submitted to them by my Office.

2.5

The Police Ombudsman received a further referral from the Chief
Constable in 2006 concerning the evidence of a police Scenes of Crime
Officer and a Detective Sergeant during the trial of Sean Hoey,
prosecuted in relation to the Omagh Bomb. The trial judge, Mr Justice
Weir, had observed that their evidence had not only been unreliable but
that they had misled the court. Following an investigation by my Office
the PPS directed no prosecution.

2.6

On 14 September 2008 an article was published in the Sunday
Telegraph newspaper with the headline, ‘The words that might have
saved Omagh’. The report, authored by Mr John Ware, a BBC journalist
and presenter, inferred that relevant intelligence, gathered through
covert means had, if acted on, the potential to prevent the bombing and
identify the offenders but was not shared with police.

2.7

The newspaper article was followed by a BBC Panorama television
broadcast on 15 September 2008 titled, ‘Omagh – what the police were
never told’, written and presented by Mr Ware. The program asserted
that the Intelligence Services had been aware of substantial intelligence
relating to the Omagh bombers, including ‘live’ monitoring of telephones
on the day of the atrocity which would have indicated their activities and
assisted in their early arrest.
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2.8

Shortly after the broadcast, the then Prime Minister, Gordon Brown M.P.,
invited the Intelligence Services Commissioner, Sir Peter Gibson, to
‘review any intercepted intelligence material available to the security and
intelligence agencies in relation to the Omagh bombing and how this
intelligence was shared’. Sir Peter Gibson presented his report to the
Prime Minister on 18 December 2008.

2.9

In October 2008 the Northern Ireland Affairs Committee had also
commenced an Inquiry into certain aspects of the Omagh Bombing
during which they considered Sir Peter Gibson’s findings, outlined in a
summary report, a copy of which is attached at Appendix B of this
statement. The Committee did not have access to Sir Peter Gibson’s full
report. On 16 March 2010 the Northern Ireland Affairs Committee
published a report titled, ‘The Omagh Bombing: some remaining
questions’. At paragraph 56 of that report the Committee made the
following observation:
‘.............Whatever Sir Peter’s reasons for not investigating why Special
Branch acted cautiously and the soundness of its reasons for doing so,
we believe that further investigation is required into what Special Branch
gave to the investigation team, when it was given, and what information
was withheld and why. We believe that the public interest would be
served by revealing to the greatest possible extent why information that
might have led to arrests in a mass murder case was not used’.

2.10

Having considered the Report of the Northern Ireland Affairs Committee,
the Chief Constable of the PSNI wrote to my predecessor observing that,
‘various matters are raised in respect of how RUC Special Branch
handled intelligence and its relationship with GCHQ. These raise further
serious issues of public confidence in the police’.
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2.11

On 7 September 2012, after my Office had secured authorisation to
access Sir Peter Gibson’s full report, I directed an investigation of the
Chief Constable’s Referral, tasked with addressing a number of issues
raised within the Northern Ireland Affairs Committee Report:

1.

Could action have been taken in respect of earlier bomb attacks?

2.

Could arrests have been made earlier?

3.

Why did Special Branch act in a cautious way?

4.

Why were investigators not passed the details of relevant telephone
numbers?

2.12

5.

Why was intelligence withheld by Special Branch?

6.

What was given to the investigation by Special Branch?

7.

Assurances that police practice has changed?

My investigation has been specifically concerned with certain intelligence
obtained between 15 August 1998 and 9 September 1998 held by the
police. It did not involve an audit of all intelligence material held by the
PSNI, or any other agency, in relation to the Omagh Bomb. All other
intelligence held by the PSNI has been subject of review by my Office in
previous investigations.

2.13

During the course of my 18 month investigation a substantial amount of
intelligence and investigative material was analysed by my investigators
who also conducted enquiries with a wide range of witnesses, including
Sir Peter Gibson, serving and retired police officers and members of
other government agencies.
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3.0
INVESTIGATION
3.1

My investigation reviewed extensive material held in relation to previous
inquiries, viewed Sir Peter Gibson’s full report, met with Sir Peter Gibson
and analysed relevant intelligence held by the PSNI. I believe my
Investigators had unfettered and unrestricted access to all relevant
intelligence held by the PSNI.

3.2

Investigators from my Office conducted enquiries with a number of
former police officers including a former Assistant Chief Constable of
Special Branch (Police Officer 1), a former Regional Head of Special
Branch (Police Officer 2), both of whom were in post at the time of the
bombing, the original SIO of the Omagh Bombing (Police Officer 3) and
his Deputy (Police Officer 4).

3.3

Could action have been taken in respect of earlier bomb attacks?

3.4

This issue relates to the existence of intelligence arising from a number
of bomb attacks in Northern Ireland that preceded the Omagh Bombing
and whether, if acted on by the RUC, this intelligence could have
prevented the atrocity or assisted in prompt arrests of those responsible.

3.5

In considering this matter it is important to recognise that at the time of
the Omagh Bombing an intelligence gathering operation was in place in
a geographical area designated as the RUC’s South Region, specifically
the South Armagh border area. The operation was concerned with
prevention of bombings by dissident republicans in Great Britain.
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3.6

This intelligence operation assisted in generating information in relation
to members of the group, albeit significant in number, believed to have
been responsible for the Omagh Bombing, including some whom police
subsequently identified as suspects.

3.7

Neither the investigation subject of report by my predecessor in 2001,
nor my current Inquiry, identified intelligence held by the PSNI in relation
to previous bomb attacks which, if acted on, would have prevented the
Omagh Bomb.

3.8

Could arrests have been made earlier?

3.9

Initial intelligence gathering and enquiries by police focused on the
activities of potential suspects active in the Omagh area of the RUC’s
North Region. This led to the arrest of five individuals on 17 August
1998, all of whom were subsequently released without charge. The
direction of the police investigation, at that stage, was supported by
intelligence which pointed away from the involvement of the group
known to be active in the South Armagh border area of the RUC’s South
Region. This assessment proved to be inaccurate.

3.10

Accounts provided by former police officers point to a meeting on 20
August 1998 attended by Police Officer 2, Police Officer 3 and the
Omagh Investigation Task Force Commander (Police Officer 5). At this
meeting Police Officer 2 provided Police Officers 3 & 5 with early
information relating to the identities of suspects. Police Officers 3 & 5
were not told that these suspects, who were based in the South Armagh
border area, were believed to be connected to the group planning a
bombing campaign. Police Officer 3 was advised that Special Branch
were continuing to develop intelligence in relation to suspects. There are,
however, no records of this meeting.
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3.11

Police Officer 3 has stated that due to the absence of associated
information or evidence concerning the roles performed in the bombing
by the individuals identified to him by Police Officer 2, there was nothing
‘actionable’ in the information with which he was provided. No
contemporaneous records are available of this thought process or
associated decision making in respect of the information.

3.12

While my investigation was made aware that during the days following
20 August 1998 police considered a covert strategy in respect of at least
one suspect but it was abandoned as being unworkable; again the
absence of documentary records prevent clarity in respect of this
proposed policing activity.

3.13

Police Officers 1 and 2 stated they met with their counterparts from the
Garda Siochána at Newry Police Station on 21 August 1998 during
which the identified suspects and their possible roles in the bombing
were discussed with a view to assisting Garda efforts in exploiting
opportunities presented by the information. Neither the PSNI nor the
Garda Siochána were able to provide records or other assistance which
might have helped my investigation confirm and understand the purpose
of this meeting and any agreements reached between the two parties.

3.14

On 9 September 1998 Police Officer 2 met with Police Officer 4 and
provided him with intelligence relating to the identities of suspects, most
of whom were the same individuals as earlier provided to Police Officer
3, with supporting intelligence as to their roles, associations and
acquisition of the bomb vehicle. Police Officer 4 documented his receipt
of this intelligence and the direction of the investigation in researching
the named individuals. As many of the suspects were believed to reside
in the Republic of Ireland, the RUC also liaised with the Garda Siochana.
Between 21 and 22 September 1998, the RUC and the Garda made
fourteen arrests.
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3.15

I am satisfied that investigative efforts to locate and arrest the suspects
identified to Police Officer 3 on 20 August 1998 could have been
pursued in a similar timescale as those arrested on 17 August 1998.
Instead, Police Officer 3 chose to regard the information as not being
actionable. There is a complete absence of records relating to this
crucial decision and so no evidence as to the rationale, whether it related
to the origins of the information, the absence of the suspects from the
jurisdiction or the anticipated effectiveness of such arrests. This may well
have had an adverse impact on the investigation of the Omagh Bombing.

3.16

Why did Special Branch act in a cautious way?

3.17

The word ‘cautious’ is used by Sir Peter Gibson in both his full report to
the Prime Minister and the summary report made available to the
Northern Ireland Affairs Committee. Repeating what he had said to the
Committee, Sir Peter Gibson told my investigation that his use of this
language had been intended to reflect the significant legal restrictions
placed upon the dissemination of the intelligence material involved rather
than to imply criticism. I am satisfied, having received independent
expert legal advice, that the view held by relevant police officers was a
reasonable one in the circumstances.

3.18

Police Officers 1, 2 and other Special Branch officers have stated that
they were in possession of material which was subject of legal and
procedural restrictions. This intelligence was disseminated following
‘sanitisation’ (a term used by Sir Peter Gibson which was not intended to
imply any sinister motive), in accordance with the police interpretation of
the relevant legislation and in line with an agreement with GCHQ.
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3.19

In his summary report Sir Peter Gibson made the following observations:
‘Once intercept material reached RUC HQ and Special Branch South,
any further publication and release of that material, even to another part,
or other members, of Special Branch, was subject to strict conditions
imposed by GCHQ designed to achieve a balance between providing
support to customers like Special Branch and protecting GCHQ’s
capabilities, sources and methods. GCHQ also sought to ensure
compliance with its legal obligations, in particular that required of the
Director of GCHQ by Section 4(2)(a) of the Intelligence Services Act
1994, viz to ensure that no information was disclosed by GCHQ except
so far as necessary for the proper discharge of its functions or for the
purpose of any criminal proceedings. If those persons within RUC HQ
and Special Branch South who received intelligence from GCHQ wanted
to disseminate it within the RUC or even Special Branch a set procedure
had to be followed. GCHQ’s permission had to be sought for the use of
intelligence in a ‘sanitised’ form, that is, without revealing its source, to
carry out some authorised action’.

3.20

The former Special Branch officers who spoke to my investigators
emphasised the importance from their perspective of complying with the
agreement established with GCHQ, central to which was the prevailing
relevant legislation. At the time of the bombing there was no overt
sanction for acting outside the terms of the relevant legislation but it was
reasonable for officers to believe that doing so would have been contrary
to the statutory framework. Deliberate disclosure outside the permitted
legislative framework may have been an offence contrary to the Official
Secrets Act 1989. The degree of importance police attached to
maintenance of their relationship with the Intelligence Services for the
purposes of on-going national security operations is less clear but is
likely to have been a consideration in their decision making. In the
context of seeking to comply with the perceived restrictions imposed by
the legislation and the agreement with GCHQ, Special Branch
undoubtedly acted cautiously in not disclosing all the intelligence
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available to them to Police Officer 3. I have obtained independent expert
legal opinion which leads me to conclude that the actions of the officers
were reasonable given what they thought the restrictions on disclosure
placed on police were at that time.
3.21

Why were investigators not passed the details of relevant telephone
numbers?

3.22

My investigation has established that Special Branch (South Region)
were in possession of telephone numbers which were subject of a lawful
intelligence gathering operation. When intelligence was disseminated to
the Omagh Bomb Investigation Team on 20 August and 9 September
1998 no telephone numbers were passed. I am satisfied that this action
was a result of the interpretation by Special Branch of both the ‘strict
conditions imposed by GCHQ’* on the RUC and the legislative
framework that prevailed at that time and which, for all intents and
purposes, is still in place albeit in a different legislative form. The
consequence of not disclosing information such as the telephone
numbers was that the police investigation was required to invest
substantial resources in analysing related records, resources that might
well have been better utilised at that early stage of the Inquiry.

3.23

Why was intelligence withheld by Special Branch?

3.24

The intelligence that was withheld by Special Branch (South Region)
related to information obtained through an intelligence gathering
operation involving another agency. I am satisfied that again this action
was as a result of the Special Branch interpretation of the governing
legislative framework at that time.

* Sir Peter Gibson’s open report, a more comprehensive extract of which is reproduced at 3.19
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3.25

What was given to the investigation by Special Branch?

3.26

Special Branch identified public telephone kiosks from which bomb
warning calls were made shortly before the explosion to the Omagh
Bomb Investigation Team on 16 August 1998.

3.27

Special Branch also disclosed the identities of five early suspects on 17
August 1998, leading to prompt arrests.

3.28

Thereafter intelligence relating to suspects was disseminated to the
investigation team as described at paragraphs 3.8 – 3.15 of this
document.

3.29

My investigation examined police activity in relation to the development
of intelligence between 20 August and 9 September 1998 when
intelligence was provided to Police Officer 3 and did not identify any
unexplained or unreasonable delays in the provision of that specific
intelligence.

This should not be confused with the wider issue of

intelligence discussed in Baroness O’Loan’s public statement.
3.30

Assurances that police practice has changed?

3.31

The Northern Ireland Affairs Committee observed; ‘We are glad that the
PSNI has recognised that lessons needed to be learned with regards to
practices for the storing and sharing of information, not just in relation to
Omagh, but in the general treatment of intelligence and forensic
evidence. We welcome the assurance of the Northern Ireland Office that
relevant intelligence would today be more likely to reach the detectives
investigating a crime than appears to have been the case at Omagh’.
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3.32

The Committee were clearly concerned at securing an assurance from
Government that intelligence gathered through operations relating to
National Security would be shared with police officers investigating crime
in related and parallel matters. I do not have the authority to investigate
matters concerning organisations other than the RUC/PSNI. It is noted,
however, that the Northern Ireland Affairs Committee also made the
following observation: ‘To some degree, the role played by Special
Branch has already been investigated, and practices relating to the
dissemination of information have changed significantly since 1998’.

3.33

The legislative position is now governed by the Regulation of
Investigatory Powers Act 2000 rather than the Interception of
Communications Act 1985. It is my understanding that the constraints on
the use of such intelligence are arguably now even more restrictive,
although there are different views on this.
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4.0
CONCLUSIONS
4.1

My investigation has not identified evidence that intelligence was
available to police which, if acted upon, could have prevented the
Omagh Bombing. It is also my assessment that Special Branch acted in
accordance with their reasonable understanding of the agreement and
legislation in place in August/September 1998 and that any breach of
IOCA could have rendered evidence obtained inadmissible in any
subsequent criminal proceedings or resulted in the proceedings being
stayed and risked jeopardising the credibility of the Omagh investigation.
This was, nevertheless, and as observed by Sir Peter Gibson, a
‘cautious’ approach, which resulted in delays in the investigation
attributable to such issues as the failure to disclose telephone numbers
of relevance to the investigation.

4.2

However, I have established that RUC Special Branch provided accurate
information regarding suspects for the atrocity to the SIO responsible for
the investigation on 20 August 1998. Further intelligence was
disseminated to the police investigation team on 9 September 1998 with
arrests following twelve days later.

4.3

In view of the limited information on which police were initially prepared
to make five arrests two days after the bombing and the absence of any
contemporaneous records which might have established and/or clarified
the SIO’s lack of response to the information disclosed to him by Special
Branch on 20 August 1998, I have concluded that there was an
unexplained and prolonged delay in the arrest of further suspects for the
Omagh Bombing.

This is in contrast to the response of the Deputy

Senior Investigating Officer to the intelligence disseminated to him on 9
September 1998
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4.4

From the expert legal advice that I have received, it is clear that there
are conflicting legal interpretations in this area. In 2014 it should be the
case that there is absolute clarity as to how specific aspects of
intelligence can be shared in order to assist in the investigation of
serious crime.
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5.0
RECOMMENDATIONS
5.1

I understand that a review is soon to be undertaken by the current
Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation, David Anderson QC,
into Communications Data and Interception Powers. I recommend that
the police make available to him all of the material that I have had
access to and liaise with Mr Anderson QC to ensure the law is clear
that, in an event such as Omagh, they would have the ability and
confidence today to act appropriately upon any relevant material which
they have access to.

MICHAEL MAGUIRE
POLICE OMBUDSMAN FOR NORTHERN IRELAND
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